
A Holiday Shopping Opportunity
IFC Mall at the Central Waterfront in Hong Kong is the 
place to go for extraordinary shopping, dining and 
entertainment experiences. AIR agency was hired to 
develop a month-long digital loyalty campaign to drive 
foot traffic to participating retail stores, increase the 
use of IFC Mall value-add  holiday services, and offer a 
rewarding experience for holiday shoppers reflective of 
their premium  brand. 

The challenge for AIR was to fully develop, test and launch 
the digital Santa Academy program,  designed to delight 
and enhance the shopping experience, within 45 days.

World-class mall delivers a premium customer 
experience for the  holidays with SnowShoe

snowshoe.io

Mobile Authentication Solution
AIR utilized SnowShoe’s unique Spark™ system with the 
Santa Academy web experience to provide a fast and 
secure  mobile authentication solution. As participants 
visited specific retail stores and locations like the IFC Gift 
Wrap Center, digital stamps were collected by shoppers 
in order to receive rewards, coupons and  free sponsor 
merchandise. The program was promoted with email, SMS 
text messages and signage throughout the mall directing 
shoppers to visit the website and register at the Santa 
Academy page  to get started. Employees at participating 
retailers and locations were provided with Spark Stamps™ 
to  authenticate each shopper’s visit.

Santa Academy Website Experience 

“SnowShoe provided a creative way to collect stamps in a virtual way. This could be applied    
 to more creative solutions to amaze more clients and their customers.”       – AIR Hong Kong Team
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Safely Spark Stamp™ Program  
Delights Shoppers and Retailers

More than 8,000 shoppers participated in the month-
long program with an impressive 30,000 stamping 
events from 12 stamp locations throughout the IFC 
Mall. The quantitative results far exceeded IFC  Mall 
and AIR’s expectations for program participation, 
engagement  and customer satisfaction.

Retail managers were pleased with the additional 
foot traffic to  their stores without discounting 
merchandise.Employees found authenticating visits 
with Spark Stamps fast and easy, even when internet 
occasionally went down in their location. 
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Mall management had confidence in the secure exchange  
of stamps and rewards delivery due to the Spark platform. 
They also gathered new data  on shoppers who engaged 
with the program. These insights will be utilized in future mall 
marketing campaigns.  

The simple nature of the digital stamp program allowed AIR 
to deliver a high-end experience with low infrastructure and 
development costs.  

Holiday shoppers enjoyed the interactive nature of the 
program. Young family members particularly found the digital 
game aspect fun, while shoppers of all ages appreciated 
engaging with mall services and retail employees to stamp 
their phone.

“AIR and SnowShoe Stamps helped us 
add to the excitement at our Santa  
Academy during holiday times. 
Thousands of mall visitors collected  
stamps from many of our retailers, who 
appreciated the increased store  traffic.”   

– Head of IFC Mall Promotions 


